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SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1840.

Short paragraphs-suited to the season.
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nity.— Leigh Richmond.
of Mr. Buckingham in his Lectures upon Eaixl its armed occupation of the countrv along i tlns State referred to bv Mr. Fox. In that argypt. recently delivered at the Odeon in
tbe whole way from the valley of the Restook ‘ »’a'igement, negotiated through the agency of
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
RUINS IN CENTRAL AMERICA. Boston. Mr. B. describes certain fountains
to the mouth of Fish River, into the valley of 9en‘ Scolt, tbe right was non-elimpiished, on
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The remains of the city of Palenque, in which were formerly visited by great num
Order from the Senate appointing a joint the fet. John, and thus into a portion of’thei1 )e Part oftl)is State, of going any where upon
Guatemala, give indications that the pop bers of aged persons annually, who firmly
select committee to take into consideration Madawaska settlements. 2dly. That the es-the disputed territory with an armed posse for
ulation in the days of its greatness could relieved that by bathing in these celebrated the subject of the License Laws, was passed tablishments formed by persons composing :t,)e P^ pose of protecting the timberthenrenot have been less than two millions. The waters, they would at once be restored to in concurrence, and Messrs? Shaw of-Wind the armed parties, on the banks both of the cent^ cut’ ai’d to prevent further depredaruins extend for the distance of twenty all the vigor and freshness of youth. Hence ham, Green of Topsham, Dodge of Sedg Kestook and the Fish river, had assumed an tlons : but such right was expressly reserved
aspect and character decidedly military, and °! ra,her the intention of exercisin«’ it was
miles, and consist of bridges, aqueducts, they were denominated “founts of youth ”
wick,^ Holmes of Winthrop, O’Brien of War- more representing a permanent national pos- > fl's!jiictly avowed,
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Carey moved its indefinite postponement. nig out lots and townships within the same 'an(^ ^baracter more decidedly military and
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uoundary question between the two Govern- | an<{ a''e armed with muskets. If this assumes
worked elastic tissues, [probably our’ mod cheap and easy method of preserving their I
Yeas —Messrs. IDane, Deering, Foss, ,nents, thinks that the establishment, in the !an.asPect a,ld character,” in the eyes of oui’
ern India Rubber cloth,] mockasins worked feet from being wet, and their boots from ! Goldthwaile, Jones, J.
T Kimball, L.’’ Little meantime, of ¡he new interests, and the grow- ' Prov»*icial neighbors “ decidedly military”
like those of our Indians to-day, bones of wear. I have only had three pairs of boots field, Went worth, &c.—83.
mg up, as it were, of new proprietary claims ! we hope it is not formidable enough to crevipers, &c. It remains to continue these for the last six years (no shoes,) and I think
Nays —Messrs. Bennett, Burbank, Dam i upon the lands yet in dispute, which are like-¡ate ai*^ alar,n* But whether it ^s a force
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In support of this opinion, Mr. Fox states! prived of their accustomed plunder, and over
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A message was received from the Gov ’hat a similar reasoning was held on the part whom their own Government seems hereto
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found. A fact of importance is stated, that lone, and shine like a mirror. Tallow, or
1 he Committee who had had under con-1 has been communicated, has directed me to J1 he men sintioned at what is called the Fort
the shells of the necklace are of a marine any other grease, becomes rancid, and rots siderat.on an Act for the regulation of Mills, ¡express to you his anxious desire, thatI no'oK
■iay twenty five or thirty in number, are armed’
............ . ............
shell found at Zacatecas, on the Pacific, the stiching as well as the leather ; but the leported tnat the same ought not to pass. | casion should be permitted to call in question, vvuh muskets,
and I believe they have also twowhere the Columbus of their forefathers rosin gives it an antiseptic quality which
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Cork is so bad a conductor of Mr. Allen of Bangor, who had the floor,
re-; concur, and to request that you will transmit mumeaiioi), and preparing facilities for sujaheat, that with it in the boot the feet are al- SIJmed and concluded his remarks. The
N. E Evening Slav.
i to this Department, such information as. may P-ymg the posse. How far these proceedings
ways warm on the coldest stone floor.”
question was then further debated by Messrs. I be in possession df the Government of Maine, furnish ground for lhe complaints of the Brit
Every.man who embraces opinions, from
Perry, B. D. Eastman and Main, in . favor of i in relation to the acts referred to, in order that ish Government, you will judge. That any
Effects of Laughter on Health.— the Resolve, and by Mr. Severance in the ( an appropriate answer may soon be returned preparations short of them would have been
a clear and deliberate ..-conviction of their
soundness; Who bo^tl^^fees a regard i( Laughter,” says Hufeland, « is one of the negative, when the question was taken by 1 to Mr. Fox’s communiention.
I insufficient to protect the pidilic property,
I have the honor to be, &c. &c.
1 me seems lobe clear. At all events,"
for, and dSeterminiH^n to sustain certain greatest helps to digestion with which I am yeas and nays, and the resolve passed, yeas 97
nays 73, as follows :
complaint at the extent of this force, was. hard
;
A. VAIL, Acting Secretary.
principles which he Relieves are just and acquainted
....... fprevalent
........ ...... «; and the custom
aYeas—Messrs. Bennett, Burbank, Dam, N. His Excellency John Fairfield,
ly to have been expected from the British
true, should look rather to the successful ,non£ our f°refathers, of exciting it at table Hanscom,
L.
Hanscom,
McIntire,
Joy,
J.
’
m.
Governor of the State of Maine.
Government, just at this moment, when a few
progress .of those principles, than to his own i bby>’ jjesters
PSters and huffo
buffoons, was founded' on true Littlefield, Lord, Perkins, Thompson, Trafdays only have elapsed since some fifty of us
individual preferment, and endeavor to place IIme>dicaI
--------- rprinciples,
..... In a word, endeavor
ton, Webber, &c.—97.
j Phe Governor of Maine to the Acting Secreta subjects, bearing the Queen’s arms ; and
himself, as far as possible,- above the reach *to' have cheerful and merry companions at
Nays—Messrs. Dane, Deering, Foss, Goldotherwise suitably equiped, headed by a
ry °f State.
of selfish influence.
yrour meals; what nourishment one receives thwaite, Jones, J. Kimball, L. Littlefield
veteran militia captain, made an assault in
Executive Department, ?
amidst mirth and jollity will certainly pro Miller, Wentworth, &c.—73.
the dead of’the night upon that very force
Saco, Nov. 21, 1839.
C
The House then adjourned.
Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the which is now described as “ greater than the
. Population of the World.—The popula duce good and light blood.”—Curtis on
receipt of your communication of the 6th in occasion would warrant,”
tion of the world is estimated at 730,000- Health.
No better justificajion is needed for the
stant, reciting certain complaints that have
FRIDAY, JAN. 31.
000, of which 50,000,000 are Protestants,
Petitions presented and referred— of Mercan been made by the British government, through coorse which has been pursued bv Maine, egKings never hear the voice of truth until
120,000,000 Christians of other sects, 9,000authorities
.
■ Mr.. Fox, of lhe
............
-....... of ibis
»..o pef-i.-d'y in regard m the force employed, than
they are dethroned, nor
beauties until they tile Bank for reduction of capital stock; of cits minister,
000 Jews, and 140,000,000 Mahometans.'^^Äir
char^
D. g, Morrill et al. of Noah Crosby et ak. of teta!e ?r certain .alleged proceedings on the a rcRicnce to tio.-, case. Nor is me force of
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Mr. Forsyth to Mr. Fox.
’s, at its confluence with the Madawaska. right of Great Britain to strengthen posts, and the Disputed Territory, communicated by the j
this attack was repulsed by the firing of but John
.
Department of State, ?
take
measures
of
(military)
precaution,
not
aPresident
to
the
Senate
on
Wednesday
last,
proceedings on the part of the agents of
Washington, Jan. 28, 1840. |
one gun ; for a disposition is manifested which Such
i
long the line only, but within portions of the 5000 copies were ordered to be printed.
the
Brnish
Government
would,
if
true,
conThe undersigned, Secretary of State of the Umay not always exhibit itself in so harmless a 1
a flagrant contravention to the disputed territory, as, by the terms of the aMr. For to Mr. Forsyth.
nited States, has the honor to reply, by direction
manner. Again, the complaint that our “ es- siilui(á|such
i
greements
referred
to,
no
interference
was
to
W
ashington
,
Jan.
26,
1840.
’fflKiunderstanding between the parties,
of the President, to the note addressed to him on
tablishments upon the disputed territory for- exist
<
the President cannot but hope that the be attempted pending the negotiation of the
The undersigned, her Britannic Majesty’s the 26th instant, by Mr. Fox, Envoy Extraordin
lifted with entrenchments and cannon,’’ would that
i
boundary
question,
with
the
exercise
of
Brit

which has reached him of the occu
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipo- ; ary and Minister Plenipotentiary of Great Brh
seem to come with but little show of consis- report
i
ish authority in the neighborhood of Lake Te
. „ .
tency from the British Government, when it pation referred to, is founded upon incorrect miscouata, “ and at other points” within a por i tenviary, has the honor to acquaint Mr.^ For- II lain.
miM-uuuia, auii «luiiici
•......... " I ”* Sy Ih, Secretary of Staie of the United States, I The President derives great satisfaction from
,
has just completed most extensive and per information.
the
information
conveyed
by
Mr.
Fox s note*
tJj since
since the
lhe date
dale of
oil)is
|ast official
official note
note of
of
The undersigned requests that Mr. r ox will tion of the territory supposed to be embraced that,
his last
manent barracks upon the same territory,
in the terms of the arrangements. Mr. Fox , the 12th instant, he has been furnished by her that, with reference to the reported movements
communicate
to
him
such
information,
if
anj,
north of the St. John’s and is in the habit of
of British troops within the territory in dispute,
having stated that he has referred to his Gov
transporting troops and munitions of war over as he may have in his possession, in relation ernment the representations of the United Majesty’s authorities in North America with no actual change has taken place in the attitude
to the subject, and that he will, by such rep
more correct information than he then pos of her Majesty’s authorities in the territory since
it at their pleasure.
States against the military movements alluded sessed respecting certain reported movements j the arrangements entered into by the two Gov
The third allegation is, « that a permanent resentations as the circumstances, it founded
State road is being constructed, leading into in fact, will obviously suggest, impress her to, the undersigned, under a confident expec- ! of British troops within the disputed territory, ernments at the commencement of last year for
the valley of the Aroostook, and from'thence, Majesty’s colonial authorities with a sense of tation that the matter will present itself to the , which formed the subject of a part of that of- j the preservation of tranquillity within its limits ;•
minds of her Majesty’s ministers in a light dif- |, ficial
uvjai note, as well as _____________
___ notes ; and from his assurances that there exists no inof the two official
on the south side of the St. John’s to the I ish the inexpediency and imprudence of such
the Secretary of State to the un j tention on the part of her Majesty’s authorities
river, the object of which is to connect these proceedings, and of the unhappy conse ferent from that which it is understood by '
! to infringe the terms of those arrangements, so
portions of the disputed territory with the quences likely to attend their persistence Mr. Fox, would have refrained from any fur- designed on the 24th of December, and on long as they are faithfully observed on the side
ther remarks on the subject, but in order to tpe 16th of the present month. The same'
towns of Augusta and Bangor, and other ac therein.
the United States. The President, however*
were referredf !:, of
The undersigned avails himself of this oc obviate the risk of any misappiehension as to |.ei,p01[e(j movements of. troops
knowledged parts of the Slate of Maine.”
•
canilUV
cannot repress a Idling
feeling U1
of regret uiav
that the wnuou
British
the
views
of
the
President
concerning
it,
and
to
r
‘
-•
casion
to
renew
to
Mr.
Fox
the
assurance
of
to
in
a
recent
message
from
the
Goveiuoi
of
,
co
]
onja] authorities, without graver motives than
That a road commencing near Maltawatnj colonial
inasmfich
as
the
ground
assumed
by
Mr.
Fox
his
distinguished
consideration.
».laine
to
the
Legislature
of
the
State,
and
al;
possibility
of
a
departure
from
the
arrangeI the
keag point in the county of Penobscot, ex
with respect to the import of the existing ar so in a published official letter addressed by ! ments referred to by the State of Maine, should
JOHN FORSYTH.
tending to the Aroostook fiver and thence on
rangements
would,
if
admitted
by
the
United
the Governor of Maine to the President of i take upon themselves the discretion, and, along
to the mouth of Fish river, upon the St. John s, Henry S. Fox, Esq. &c. &c. &c.
Mr. Fox’s reply to this letter we subjoin, States, give to those arrangements a scope not the United States on the 23d of December. I with it, the fearful responsibility of probable conjs in process of construction,and is even now
authorised
by
the
language
in
which
they
are
,
It appears, horn accurate information now sequences, of being guided by circumstances, lipassable the whole way with some vehicles, is together with Mr. Forsyth’s rejoinder:
expressed, nor by what is believed to be the in the possession of the undersigned, that the ' able as these are to be misapprehended and mis
Mr. For to Mr. Forsyth.
certainly true. But it is not perceived why
Washington, Jan. 12, 1840.
intention of the parties, it is proper that the Governor of Maine, and, through him, the;judged, in the adoption within the disputed terat this particular time, it should be regarded
undersigned should call Mr. Fox’s immediate President and General Government of the U- Ii ritoTy of measures of defence and precaution,
The
undersigned,
her
Britannic
Majesty
’
s
as a cause of complaint. This is no new
attention
to the express provisions of the a- lined States, have been misinformed as to the ;! in manifest violation of the understanding beEnvoy
Extraordinary
and
Minister
Plenipo

thing. An appropriation for this road was
T
.
. ..
! tween the two countries, whenever they may
greement
signed by him and the undersigned, facts.
tentiary
has
the
honor
to
acknowledge
the
In the first place, no reinforcement i j
ir)e that acts of hostiIe aHirression over tha
made by the Legislature of this State, as early
and
of
that
which
was
subscribed
to
under
the
has been marched io the British post at the I disputed territory are meditated or threatened
as 1826 ; from which time it has steadily pro receipt of the official note addressed to him
• part. of<• the
•■ c.
. of Maine. The Presi.
State
gressed and in another year, probably will be by the Secretary of State of the United States, agency of General Scott, by the Governor of, lake Temiscouata ; the only change occurring on the
nearly, if not quite completed. To say noth on the 24th of December, in rtqdy to a previ Maine and the Lieutenant Governor of New i, there has been the relief of a detachment oL dent cannot but hope that, when her Majesty’s
I | her Majesty’s 24th regiment, by a detachment , Government at home shall be apprized of the
ing of other advantages anticipated from it, it ous note, which, by direction of his Govern Brunswick.
The main object of those agreements ob- ! ofequaj fo;ce ofthe nth regiment; this force I position assumed in this regard by its colonial
is manifest that it will afford great facilities ment, the undersigned had addressed to the
for preventing trespasses upon the public lands; Secretáis of State on the 2d ol November, viously was the restoration and futme main- oj one company being now stationed at the agents, proper steps will be taken to' place the
disputed
tö*• ti-j r1peimscouniu
etniSCouata post,
post, as
as u
it aiwajs
always hub
has been, for
■VU....VV of tranquillity
.j in
... the
------i
iwi : peiformance of express and solemn ao reements
and, indeed, I may say that trespassing upon in relation to various and continual acts of', tenance
ie jiecei
necessary
sSary purpose of protecting the stores j upon a more «ecure basis than colonial discretion,
the streams emptying high up upon the St. encroachment committed by the authorities tory ; and as the means of most surely attain- j, t|]e
to be exercised on apprehended disregard of
John’s, cannot be prevented without such a and inhabitants of the State of Maine, within I ing that object, the entire exclusion from its and accommodations provided for the use of j such agreements on the part of the State of
of all military force, to Whichever
whichever side j|ier ¡y]
Majesty
aiesty’s troops, who mav
may be required, Maine.
road. ' This, therefore, is no new project, got that tract of territory on the Northeastern ¡ |limits
,
... I —
, I fl. . i rl z» 1 rx iro t 1 i\ 11
tlin DIW1I •lll_
.
z»
t
•
.1
*7
1
up in violation of any stipulation or understan frontier of the United States, the true title to belonging, and the delegation to the civil tin- as heretofore, to march by that route to and
It is gratifying to the President to perceive
thority
exclusively,
of
the
exercise
of
a
pewI
the
possession
of
which,
according
to
the
’
...........................
.....
“
11
Join
the
Provinces
of
Canada
and
N.
Bruns

that Mr. Fox entertains the firm belief that the
ding to which this State has in any way been a
______ j of conducting to an amicable issue
party, or for the purpose of possession ; but it terms of the treaty of 1783, is at present in dis er and jurisdiction. With that view, under' wick. In the second place, it is not true that difficulty
the
first
mentioned
of
those
agreements,
it
i
pute
between
the
British
and
American
Gov

the British authorities either
have
built,
or are
! the
pending
negotiation
for jthe
adjustment
is the exercise of a lawful right over that
.
.
. .
- ■
— ‘ ’
■
■
■■
-----_. |
S(y
was
only
in
case
of
necessity
for
dispersing
1
I building, barracks on both sides of the St ) of- the
question
ofr. the iboundary
is not
portion of the territory to which we have not ernments.
uy many
ujaiiy
pciBviio,
Mvcu apThe undersigned has lost no lime in trans notorious trespassers, or protecting public i' John’s river, or at the mouth of the Madawas- ’ great as has,>, by
persons, been
only the legal title, but over which we have
prenenueu. As, under' na nnr
corresponding
convicmitting to her Majesty’s Government the of property from depredations, that armed force i ka river; no new barracks have in fact been , prehended.
',iiannnr ,n,r nn,r
'
ever had possession and jurisdiction.
He ' was to be employed on either side, and then |! built any where. In the third place, her Maj- jI tion, the
‘ ° United States have, with a view to the
But again, may 1 not inquire with what ficial note of the Secretary of Slate.
final settlement of that exciting question, subpropriety and consistency this complaint is has in the meantime, to express his extreme the operation was to be conducted by con-' esty’s authorities are not concentrating a mil- I! mitted a proposition for the consideration of her
jointly or separately, according to agree-! itary
(
....... The same tri-jt
,
force at lIlv>
the Grand Falls.
made on the part of Great Britain, when she regret ilmt the explanations furnished Ity the cert,
I Majesty’s Government, the President hopes that
has herself constructed a permanent railroad authorities of the State of Maine, and com ment between the Governments of Maine d |t)}„» force of sixteen men is now# stationed nt Ij the sentiments expressed by Mr. Fox have their
(
over a large part of the territory north of the municated to-the undersigned by the Secre and New Brunswick. The other was the (he
post of the Grand Falls, which has been ; foundation in an expectation of his having it in
.
St. John’s, which, it is understood, was very 1 tary of State, in relation to the encroach result of the contemplated 1 concert’ between stationed
there for the last twelvemonth. It j his power, at an early day, to communicate to
thoroughly repaired the present season, and ments complained of, both as regards the the Governments of Maine and New Bruns- ; ,was perhaps, however, needless for the un- | this Government a result of the deliberations
Majesty upon the
' 11by that
'' of Her Britannic ...................
over which her subjects are constantly pass• construction of roads and public works, and wick ; was intended to carry out the object Jdersigned to advert to this last matter at all, had
the sale and alienation of lands, are of a char- of the first, confiding to the Slate of Maine j.as the post of the Grand Falls is beyond the j proposition alluded to, which will present the
inn.
The last allegation is, “ that land surveyors; acter which must render them altogether the duty of protecting the timber recently Jbounds of the disputed territory, and within j prospect of a prompt and satisfactory settlement,
which, when known by the State of Maine*
acting under the authority of the State, ares unsatisfactory to the Government of Great cut, and of preventing further depredations, Jthe acknowledged limits of New Brunswick. and
It would appear, in tact, as it a- and prescribed that these objects were to be I The undersigned, while conveying the a- will put an end to all grounds of apprehensions
employed in marking out lots and townshipsi Britain.
of intentions or dispositions on her part to adopt
,
within the same portion of the disputed terri. reference by the General Government to the accomplished through the agency of a civil j bove
information, upon a matter of fact, to the any measures calculated to embarrass the negoti
i
authorities
of
Maine,
of
the
complaints
preposse.
Accordingly,
the
Governor
of
Maine
;
.
tory, and that sales of land are being made
Secretary of State of the United States, takes ation, or to involve a departure from the provis
with deeds regularly drawn under the author. ferred by Great Britain, had produced no engaged to withdraw, without unnecessary occasion to repeat distinctly his former decla ional arrangements. In the existence of those
other
reply
or
explanation
from
the
authori

delay,
the
military
force
of
the
State.
With

ration, that there exists no intention on the I arrangements, the United States behold an earnity of Maine.”
That Maine is now managing, in the par ties of Maine, than a reiteration of their in out regard, therefore, to the limits within part of her Majesty’s authorities to infringe i est of the mutual desire of the two Governments
ticulars mentioned, these lands upon the A- tention to persist in the commission of the which either party had before exercised ju the terms of those provisional agreements ' to divest a question abounding in causes of deep
roostook, and those south of the St. John’s, in acts complained of, whether in accordance risdiction, resort to military force, for any which were entered into at the beginning of jand
! ’ growing excitement,
*
‘ of as much as possible
»
the same manner that she has been accustom with the obligations of international justice purpose whatever, was interdicted to both last year, so long as there is reason to trust |of
' the asperity and hostile feeling it is calculated
; but, unless attended with the most
parties. With, reference to the extent of ter that the same will be faithfully adhered to by to
ed to since her separation from Massachusetts or
< not.
1 engenderobservance
of the spirit and letter of
The undersigned does not permit himself ritory within which each party was to con the opposite party. But it is the duty of the scrupulous
and as that State managed them prior to that
*their provisions, it would prove but one more
period, is true. For the last thirty years we to
1 relinquish theHiope that, through the wis tinue to exercise jurisdiction, [he first agrqe- ! undersigned, at the same time, clearly to (cause, added to the many already prevailing, of
have been occasionally surveying and lotting <dom and integrity of the General Government ment left lhe question of right where it had state that her Majesty’s authorities in North ,enmity and discord. Mr. F<>x has already been
these lands, granting them for literary, char- of
< the United Stales, in unison with the sin before stood, and only expressed the conflict America, taking into view the attitude assum made the channel of conveyance to his Govern
endeavors of her Majesty’s Government, ing understanding of that question by the ed by the State of Maine with reference to the j ment of the desire and determination of the
¡table, and religious purposes, and selling in cere
<
small lots to actual settlers. And has thist it
i will still be found possible to bring the pend Governments of the United States and Great boundary question, will, as at present advised, ; President that the obligations of the country
boundary question so far advanced, it may be Iing controversy of the disputed boundary to a Britain, respectively. The agreement be be governed entirely by circumstances in a- shall be faithfully discharged ; that desire is
and amicable conclusion ;. but it is tween Governor Fairfield and Sir John Har dopting such measures of defence and pro prompted by a sense of expediency as well as of
asked, that we cannot now do, without a re- satisfactory
i
monstrance on the part of the British Govern certain that the public acts, and the public de vey provided, likewise, that the question of tection, (whether along the confines of the dis justice, and by an anxious wish to preserve the
ment, what we have been so long in the habit clarations of the authorities of Maine, are con possession and jurisdiction should remain as puted territory, or within that portion of it amicable relations, now so manifestly for the ad
of doing ? Has the almost interminable nego tinually calculated, as far as in them lies, to it then stood ; but stated where it stood, by where, it has been before explained, the au vantage of both, subsisting between the United
States and Great Britain.
tiations—all the efforts that have been put render such amicable conclusion more difficult providing that Great Britain was to continue thority of Great Britain, according to the ex
The undersigned avails himself of the occasion
and
more
distant.
k
holding,
in
fact,
possession
of
a
part
of
the
forth—all the events that have occurred—es
isting agreements, was not to be interfered to renew to Mr. Fox assurances of his distin
With
reference
to
the
concluding
part
of
territory,
meaning
that
part
embraced
in
the
pecially the exciting events of the last year—
with,) as may seem to them necessary for guished consideration.
JOHN FORSYTH.
but served to weaken our title, diminish our the official note of the Secretary of Stale, Madawaska settlements, in the occupancy of guarding against, or for promptly repelling,
Henry S. Fox, Esq. &c. &c. &c.
rights, and curtail our privileges ? Sure 1 am wherein observations are made upon certain which, as well as in the enjoyment of the the further acts of hostile aggression over the
that Maine will not readily adopt such a view reported movements of British troops in the usual communications between New Bruns whole of the disputed territory, which Ft ap
LEGISLATURE OF MAINE,
or quietly yield to its consequences. She neighborhood of Lake Temiscouata, and at wick and her Majesty’s upper provinces, the pears to be the avowed design of the State of
[
proceedings
continued from first page.]
has been indulging the hope that some pro other points within that portion of the terri Governor of Maine disclaimed all intentions Maine, sooner or later, to attempt.
tory
where,
according
to
the
provisional
aLN SENATE.
of
disturbing
the
British
authorities.
gress towards an acknowledgment of her
For the undersigned has to observe that,
SATURDAY, FEB. 1.
Beyond the Madawaska settlements, there not only is the extensive system of encroach
rights and the acquisition of her property had greetnents entered into at the beginning of
The resolve in favor of William M. Jordan,
been made, and 1 am well persuaded she has Fast year, no interference was to be attempt fore, circumscribed by the limits within ment which was denounced and remonstrat
no disposition, at the present time, to make ed, with the exercise of British authcrity, which they stood at the date of the agree ed against by the undersigned in his official for pension, was taken up, and the question
pending the négotiation of the boundary ment, the U.S. cannot, under the terms of that note of the 2d of last November,xstill carried was upon passing the same to be engrossed.
any retrograde movement.
Mr. Perkins said that the law of the State
Incompliance with your request, I have question, the undersigned can distinctly as agreement, recognize in the British authorities on and persisted in by armed bands employed
now communicated the facts upon which the sure the Secretary of State that there exists the right of extending jurisdiction, much less by the authorities of Maine in the districts a- expressly prohibited soldiers from discharg
complaints of the British Government, are sup no intention on the part of her Majesty’s au that of forming any military establishments bove the Aroostook and Fish rivers; butthat ing their muskets while going to, or returning
posed to be founded. In doing it, and in the ac thorities, to cancel or infringe the terms of beyond or within them ; and those, conse acts, as above stated, of a character yet more from a military muster. The statement of
companying remarks, 1 have had no intention those provisional engagements, so long as the quently, which formed the subject of the rep violent and obnoxious to the Tights of Great facts made it evident that the accident occur
or desire of producing irritation, or adding, in same are observed with fidelity by the other resentations in the note of the undersigned of Britain, and more dangerous to the preserva red while the petitioner was acting in open
the 12th of Dec., pushed as they are alleged tion of the general peace, are with certainty and palpable violation of that law, and had
any degree, to the excitement already exist party.
The particular motives, and the amount of to have been, into tracts of country far be- ( fmeditated by the inhabitants of that State.— therefore no claim for pension. Mr. P. mov
ing. This subject is far too momentous, and
loo nearly involving the peace of the countries the present movement of troops, have been yond any acknowledged limits of those set- >The existence of such designs has, for months ed that the resolve be indefinitely postponed,
interested, to justify any remarks founded in explained in a frank and satisfactory manner tlements, and wholly unconnected with them, past, been a matter of notoriety by public re which motion, after some discussion, prevail
passion or feeling. But it is due to the State to the Governor of Maine by the Lieutenant cannot be viewed in any other light than a port ; those designs were plainly indicated in ed.
j
A similar Resolve in favor of Amos Mad
whose organ, upon this occasion, I am, as well Governor of New Brunswick, in a correspon bold infraction of existing arrangements.— the
recent message of the Governor of Maine
as to the whole country, to speak plainly, and dence which has been made public, and vtfhich, That such is a just view of the agreements, ,to the Legislature of the State; and they are dox, was for the same reason indefinitely
without disguise. And, under this solemn im it appears, had been officially communicated cannot be disputed by Great Britain, as her }avowed in more explicit terms in the letter ad postponed.
(
pression, I'miist say, that Maine, in my opin by the Governor of Maine to the President of Majesty’s Government has adopted and acted dressed
to the President of the United States
MONDAY, FEB. 3.
upon it. In the note of Mr. Fox complaining by
| the Governor of Maine on the 21st ofNoion, has done nothing which she was not fully the United States.
With
regard,
however,
generally,
to
the
of
the
encroachments
on
the
part
of
Maine,
,
The order relative to the intermarriage of
justified in doing, and nothing which she will
vember, which letter has, within the last few
not be ready to defend with her best powers. reinforcement of military posts, and other de and of an armed occupation of part of the dis- (days, been communicated to Congress and Blacks and Whites, was taken up, and on
motion of Mr. Bradley, indefinitely postponed.
And further, that though she has not yet ta fensive and precautionary measures, whether puted territory by that State, both are treated published.
Petitions presented and referred—of David
ken military possession of the disputed terri along the confines of the disputed territory,i as inconsistent with the existing arrangeThe undersigned, it is true, has been assur
tory, a continued disposition, on the part of the or within that portion of it where, according: ments, and it is presumed her Majesty’s Gov- ed by the Secretary of State, in his note of Webster et al., for alteration in the Constitu
British Government, to delay a settlement of to the provisional agreements before cited, the! ernment will not attempt to apply one rule of the J6th instant, that the General Govern tion, so that all County Officers shall be cho
the boundary question, will not fail, in my authority of Great Britain was not to be inter■ construction to defend the military* tnove- ment see no reason to doubt the disposition sen by ballot ; of Selectmen of Kennebunk
opinion, to induce such a step, whatever may fered with, the undersigned has to observe! ments of its colonial authorities, and another of the Governor of Maine to adhere’to the ex port in relation to the surplus revenue.
be the consequences, should she not be re that the adoption of such measures by her’ to sustain complaints against the State Gov- isting arrangements, and to avoid all acts ten
lieved from that responsibility by the action of’ Majesty’s authorities cannot be, with reason,> ernment, for acts which are n,ot founded up- ding to render more difficult and distant the
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
objected to or complained of by the Govern• on any apprehended necessity of the use of a
SATURDAY, FEB. 1.
the General Government.
final
adjustment
of
the
boundary
question.
—
With the most earnest desire for a just, ment of the United Stales, when regard is3 regular military force for offensive or defen- But in face of the above clear indications of
Petitions presented and referred—of York
peaceful, and speedy settlement of the ques had to the reports which have for some time! sive purposes. Nor can it be imagined that it the intentions of Maine, as given out by the Bank, for reduction of capital stock ; ofSouthtion, 1 have the honor to subscribe myself, past been circulated, (and of the prevalence will be contended that those arrangements parties themselves, the Secretary of State has wood Libbey et al., to be rescued from ruirte
with high respect, your most obedient ser-1 ami consistency of those reports the United are not perfectly reciprocal, or that there is not given to the undersigned any adequate as under an unfortunate contract made with the
States Government are themselves fully a- any difference in the character and the ex
vant,
JOHN FAIRFIELD,
State.
ware,) respecting the' probable intention of tent of the jurisdiction to be exercised by surance that Maine will be constrained to de
Governor of Maine.
On motion of Mr. Shaw of Windham, the
sist
from
carrying
those
intentions
into
effect,
the Legislature of the State of Maine to re Great Britain in one portion, and that by the
A. Vail, Esq. Acting Secretary of State.
House reconsidered its vote, whereby it con
if,
contrary
to
the
expectation
of
the
Gene

voke, during its present session, the provis- State of Maine or the United States in the oth
Next comes Gov. Fairfield’s letter to the! ional agreements now in force, and to autho er portion, of the disputed territory, compre ral Government, the Legislature or the Exec curred with the Senate in declaring legisla
President, of Dec. 23d, demanding the pro rize some new and extensive act of aggres hended within the temporary arrangements utive of the Slate should think fit to make the tion. inexpedient on an order relative to boun
ties on wheat and corn, for the years 1837
tection of the Government against British in sion over the stipulated territory. And the made to preserve tranquillity in both & guard attempt.
The undersigned not only preserves the and 1838. The subject was then recommit
vasion, his letter to Sir John Harvey of Dec. undersigned has regretted to observe that the against any hostile collision between the
hope, but he entertains the firm belief, that, ted, with instructions to the committee to al
12, and the reply of Sir John to that letter— language of the Governor of Maine, in his re State and Colonial governments.
if the duty of negotiating the boundary ques low all the claims that had not been allowed.
all three of which we published with the Gov cent message to the Legislature, at the open
The undersigned having laid Mr. Fox’s tion be left in the hands of the two national
Bill to incorporate the Allagash Company
ernor’s message.
ing of the session, is calculated to encourage note before the President, is instructed to
Mr. Forsyth replies to Gov. Fairfield under rather than to restrain such rash and obnox state to him, that no reason is perceived for governments,to whom alone of right it belongs, was again taken up, and the question on its
the difficulty of conducting the negotiation to reference to the next Legislature debated at
date of Jan. 2, 1840, that the information of ious designs.
doubting the disposition of the Governor of
great length by Messrs. Getchell, Fessenden,.
the occupation of the Disputed Territory by
The undersigned avails himself of this oc Maine scrupulously to adhere to the spirit of an amicable issue will not be found so great Dane and Chadbourne in the affirmative, and
British troops he had previously heard of, and casion to repeat to the Secretary of Slate of the existing arrangements, and to avoid all i as has been, by many persons apprehended.
had communicated on the subject with the the United States the assurance of his distin acts tending to render more difficult and dis-1 But the case will become wholly altered, if by Messrs. E. H. Allen, Andrews, J, Otis
the people of the State of Maine,, who* though and Delesdernier in the negative. The con
British Minister.
guished consideration.
tant the final adjustment of the main question ( interested in the result, are not charged with sideration of the whole subject was then onMr. Fox writes to Mr. Forsyth, under date
H. S. FOX.
of boundary between the two countries; but in ! the negotiation, shall attempt to interrupt it motion of Mr. J. J. Perry, postponed till Wed
of Nov. 2d, making the same complaints a- The Hon. John Forsyth, &c. &c. &c.
repeating assurances of the readiness of the U.1 by violence.
nesday next.
gainst Maine, which he made in his letter of
S. government to contribute,by all means in its
Her Majesty’s authorities in North Ameri
Nov. 6th, to Mr. Vail.
Mr. Forsyth to Mr. For.
power, to an amicable termination of the dif ca have, on their part, no desire or intention
MONDAY, FEB. 3.
Mr. Forsyth replies under date of Dec.
Department of State,
ference, the undersigned is bound to declare to interfere with the course of the pending
Petitions
presented
and
referred—of Propri
24th, communicates the information given
Washington, Jan. 16, 1840.
that a persistence in, or a repetition of such negotiation, by an exertion of military force etors of New Congregational Meeting-house
by Gov. Fairfield in letter of November
In a note which Mr. Fox, Envoy Extraor acts, on the part of her Majesty’s agents, as hut they will, as at present advised, consult in Saco, for leave to assess the pews therein j
21st, denies that Maine has violated the ar dinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of Great those now complained of, would, if avowed
rangement of last winter, and concludes as Britain, addressed on the 12th -instant to the by Great Britain, be considered as but little their own discretion in adopting the measures of Tomer Sockalex and other Indians, for
of defence that may be rendered necessary by authority to elect a Governor.
follows:
undersigned, Secretary of State of the United in accordance with those assurances.
the threats of a violent interruption to the ne
Resolve in favor of Amos Maddox, came
“It is with no little surprise that, in the States, Mr. Fox, alluding to a complaint made
The undersigned avails himself of this oc gotiation which have been used by all parties back from the Senate, indefinitely postponed.
face of the complaints, which form the sub by the undersigned of certain reported move casion to renew, &c.
in Maine, and which the undersigned regrets On motion of Mr. Dane, it was laid on theJOHN FORSYTH.
ject of Mr. Fox’s note, the President has re ments of British troops in portions of the ter
to find confirmed by the language (as above table.
ceived intelligence of her Majesty’s colonial ritory in dispute between the two countries,
Henry S. Fox, Esq. &c. &c. &c.
Bill to make valid the records of the Dixreferred to) employed by the highest official
disclaims
all
intention
on
the
part
of
the
Brit

authorities having recently stationed a regi
mont, Newburg and Monroe Union Society,,
authority
in
that
State.
ment of regular troops, part at the north, and ish authorities to cancel or infringe the terms
The North Eastern Boundary.—The
The undersigned avails himself of this oc was taken up. On motion of Mr. Fessenden,
part at the south end of Lake Temiscouata of the provisional agreement entered into at following is the recent correspondence be casion to renew, &c.
the House non concurred the Senate in pass
and of her Majesty’s forces having commenc the beginning of last year ; and this disclaim tween the Secretary of State, and the British
H. S. FOX.
ing the same to be engrossed, and recommit
ed building barracks on both sides of the St. er is connected with an assumption of the Minister, in relation to military movements in The Hon. John Forsyth, &c. &c.
ted the same.

•Pox,
of State
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To give an idea of the length of the procession, it is
stated that when it was formed into a hollow square, |UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE.
two deep, it enclosed more than five acres.
The procession moved from the Capitol to the east
end of Washington street. On either side of the street, twenty-sixth congress...... first session.
the side-walks were crowded with men, who shouted
IN SENATE.
and huzzaed as the procession moved on. The win
dows and doorsz were filled with ladies, who waved
MONDAY, JAN. 27.
their snow-white handkerchiefs, &c.

TO PARENTS!

PROBATE KOTICES.

M&ad the following Card,

At a Court of Probate held at South Berwick,
DR. WM. EVJIA'S' CELEBRATED SOOTH
within andfor the County of York, on the first
ING SYRUP, FOR CHILDREN TEETHING.
Monday of February, in the year of our Lord
rglHIS infallible remedy has preserved huneighteen hundred and forty, by the Hon. WM.
Mr. Webster submitted a resolution direct
FOR PRESIDENT,
dreds of children, when thought past re
A. HAYES, Judge of said Court:
ing
the
committee
on
Commerce
to
inquire
covery, from convulsions. As soon as the Sy A LLEN WINN, named Executor in a cer-York.—There was an immense gather
WIDLIAM H. HARRISON, ingInofNtheewWhigs
into
the
expediency
of
ascertaining
whether
rup
is
rubbed
on
the
gums,
the
child
will
recov

in Westchester county, N. Y. on the
tain instrument purporting to be the
the laws relating to steam navigation require er. This preparation is so innocent, so effica
OF OHIO.
23d ult. Resolutions in favor of Harrison and Tyler,
cious, and so pleasant that no child will refuse to the last will and testament of Benjamin Winn,
revision or amendment.
for the respective offices of President and Vice Presi
The Senate then proceeded to take up the let its gums be rubbed with ik When infants late of Wells, in said county, yeoman, deceas
FOR VICE PRESIDENT,
dent, were adopted with acclamation.
bill to establish a board of commissioners to are at the age of four months, though there is ed, having presented the same for probate :
ORDERED.—That the said executor
JOHN TYIÆR,
hear and examine claims against the United no appearance of teeth, one bottle of the Syrup
should be used on the gums, to open the pores. give notice to all persons interested, by caus
The North-Eastern Boundary.—Our States.
OF VIRGINIA.
Parents should never be without the Syrup in ing a copy of this order to be published, three
readers will find in the preceding columns
the nursery where there are young children : for weeks successively, in the Kenriebunk Ga
TUESDAY, JAN. 28.
if a child wakes in the night with pain in the zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
the
recent
correspondence
in
relation
to
the
Young Men’s Convention.— York Countyt
Mr. Preston submitted the following reso gums, the Syrup immediately gives ease by op
Boundary question, called for by a resolution lution :—’
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Sa
—At the Convention of Whig delegates from
ening the pores and healing the gums—thereby co, in said county, on the first Monday of
adopted by the Senate, and communicated to
Resolved,
That
the
President
of
the
U.
preventing
Convulsions,
Fevers,&c.
the several towns in this county, on the 23d
O’A severe case of Teething with Summer March next, at ten of the clock in the fore
States be requested to communicate to the
day ol October last, the following resolution i that body by the President on the 23d and Senate the cause of the removal of Governor Complaint, cured by the infallible American noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
28th ult. Some portions of the communica
was adopted :—
Call from the Territory of Florida, and the Soothing Syrup of Dr. Wm. Evans. Mrs. M’- the said instrument should not be proved,
tions
of
the
British
Minister
and
American
I
correspondence connected therewith, and al so Pherson, residing at No. 8 Madison street, approved, and allowed as the last will and
Resolved, That this Convention deem it
Secretary
are
somewhat
spicy,
but
we
do
not
that between the Department of War and N. Y., called a few days since at the medical of- testament of the said deceased.
highly expedient that the patriotic Whig
i fice of Dr. Evans, and purchased a bottle of the
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Young Men of York County, organize them perceive any thing in the correspondence cal Gov. Call, commencing with the war in Syrup for her child, who was suffering excrucia A true copy—Attest,
selves into an efficient body, for the purpose culated to lead to well grounded apprehen Florida.
ting pain during the process of dentition, being
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
The Senate resumed the consideration of momentarily threatened with convulsions, its
of aiding the true friends of the People, in
February
8.
sions
that
very
serious
difficulties
between
the bill to establish a board of commissioners bowels were exceeding loose, and no food could
the coming Presidential election, and that it
be recommended to them to hold a Conven the two nations will grow out of the question. to hear and examine claims against the Uni be retained on the stomach. Almost immediate At a Court of Probate held at South Berwick,
ted States.
ly on its application, the alarming symptoms ceas
tion in this town, on the twelfth day of Feb
within andfor the County of York, on the first
The bill after some minor amendments, ed, and by continuing the use of the syrup on
ruary next, to adopt the necessary measures
Michigan Senator.—Augustus A. Porter,
Monday of February, in the year of our
the gums, the bowels in a short time became
was
ordered
to
be
engrossed
fora
third
read

to effect such organization.
Lord eighteen hundred and forty, by the
a staunch whig aYid a gentleman of
natural. As a tribute of gratitude for the bene
In compliance with the recommendation good talents, has been elected by the Leg ing-yeas 25, nays 16.
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
fit afforded the child, the mother freely sanction
Court :
ed publicity to the above. Pray be particular in
contained in the foregoing resolution, (X/® A islature of Michigan a U. S. Senator for the
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 29.
IRAM KEAY, named Executor in a
applying for Dr. WxM. EVANS’ SOOTHLNG
Whig County Convention of Young Men, will term of six years. In the Senate, Porter re
A communication from the President, SYRUP, as there are several counterfeits ad
certain instrument purporting to be
he held at Alfred, on Wednesday next, 12th ceived 10 votes, others 6. In the House, Por showing the extent of the massacres, and des vertised. Principal Office, 100 Chatham Street.
the last will and testament of John Keay, late
truction of property, by the Indians of Flori
February, at IO o’clock in the forenoon.
AGENTS.
of Berwick, in said county, yeoman, deceas
ter 30, others 19.
da, was submitted—also a message commu
D. Remich, Kennebunk, Me. ;
ed, having presented the same for probate :
We trust that it is not necessary to urge
nicating further correspondence relative to
S. L. Goodale, Saco ;
ORDERED—That the said executor give
our Young Men to respond to this call. The
Mississippi Senator.—Robert J. Walker the North Eastern boundary. Of the last
James Crocket, Norway ;
notice to all persons interested, by causing a
‘object must meet their approval—the present (administration) has been re-elected to the communication 5,000 copies were ordered to
Thomas Chase, N. Yarmouth ;
copy of this order to be published, three
J. Griffin, Brunswick ; and
"aspect of our political affairs must convince U. S. Senate, by the Legislature of Mississip be printed.
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
Henry Cushman, Corner of Plumb and Mid zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
Some
debate
arose
on
resolutions
offered
ihem of the importance,—the jiecessity of the pi.—Mr. Prentiss was the whig candidate.
dle
Streets,
P
ortland
,
M
e
.
on the preceding day. There was, also, some
appear at a Probate Court to lie held at Ken
J une 8, 1839.
measure. Let us organize—prepare for ac
debate on the subject of the Cumberland
nebunk, in said county, on the first Monday
V
irginia Senator.—The Legislature of
tion— deliberate, well timed action. Let us
Road appropriation, and respecting Navy pen
of April next, at ten of the clock in the fore
Virginia,
on
Wednesday
of
last
week,
com

HYMENEAL.
sioners.
respond to this call—let us send from our sev
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
eral towns strong delegations,—tens, twenties, menced the balloting for U. S. Senator. VV.
MARRIED-In Saco, Mr. William H. Neal the said instrument should not be proved,
THURSDAY, JAN. 30.
approved, and allowed as the last will and
of S. to Miss Sarah P. Reed of Otisfield.
fifties. Let us show that we regard the whig C. Rives had 83 votes ; Mason 79, others 4.
Mr. Grundy, from the committee on Mr.
In Gorham, Mr. Charles R. Morris of Limer testament of the said deceased.
Three
additional
and
unsuccessful
ballotings
cause as a good one, that we love it and that
Benton’s resolutions relative to debts of the ick, to Miss Mary A., daughter of the late Mr.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
have since taken place.
States, made a report, concluding with pro Thomas Harding of G.
A true copy—Attest,
we will support it.
positions agreeing nearly with those submit In Scarborough, Mr. Samuel Burnham of Hol
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
State Legislature.—In the House ted by Mr. Benton. Mr. Benton moved that lis, to Miss Ellen Seavey of S
February 8.
(X/^A sensible and shrewd writer, in dis
In Limerick, Me. Mr. John Mayhew of Great
cussing the mooted question,—at what age on Wednesday, Mr. Tucker of Saco, appear 30,000 copies of it be printed. An animated Falls, to Miss Sarah M. Chapman of L.
At a Court of Probate holden al South Berwick,
debate ensued, in which many members took
ed,
was
qualified
and
took
his
seat.
The
Re

should a man relinquish bis claim to be con
within and for the County of York, on the
In Acton, Jan. 28, by Rev. Clement Parker,
a
part.
The
report
was
recommitted,
without
Rev. Charles Dame of Falmouth, to Miss Nancy
first Monday of February, in the year of our
sidered a young man ? fixes the period at solve in favor of Amos Maddox was indefin instructions.
J., youngest daughter of Samuel P. Page, Esq.
itely postponed in concurrence.
Lord eighteen hundred and forty, by the
W
of Acton.
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
HOUSE
OF
REPRESENTATIVES.
Small Pox.—Twenty cases of Small Pox
Court :
General Harrison—in Ohio.—A public
OBITUARY.
MONDAY, JAN. 27.
N the petition of Phebe Hubbard, admin
have
occurred
in
Clinton,
Me.,
three
of
which
meeting of the friends of Gen. Harrison was
The following resolution in relation to the
istratrix of the estate of Dimon Hub
DIED—In York, Mr. Benjamin Kingsbury,
have proved fatal. Cases of this disease have public printing was passed, after much oppo
lield at Chillicothe, Ross county, Ohio, on the
bard, late of Kennebunk,in said county, de
aged
83
years.
also occurred in Buckfield and other towns sition,—yeas 115, nays 97.
16th ult. It was a grand affair—numerously
In Portsmouth, Capt. Titus Salter, aged 76 ceased, representing that the personal estate
Resolved, That, until the further order years.
of said deceased is not sufficient to pay the
attended, unanimous and enthusiastic. A
of the Idoiise, the Clerk be directed to pro
Col. Nicholas Gilman of Exeter, just debts which he owed at the time of his
Massachusetts.—In the xMassachusetts cure the printing of the House to be done by N.InH.Portland,
thousand of the yeomanry of the county came
aged 40 years.
death by the sum of one hundred and forty
In Portsmouth, Catharine Langdon, aged 15 dollars, and praying for a license to sell and
into town, on horse-back, with flagsand ban House of Representatives, on the 17th ult., such persons as will do it with the least ex
George Hull (whig) and Nathan Willis (V. pense to Government.
months, daughter of Rev. Andrew P. Peabody.
convey so much of the real estate of said
ners. The German population was well B.) were selected, by ballot, as the two candi
In New Orleans, 21st ult. Gen. Robert T. Ly
The remainder of the day was occupied
represented, and the German band added dates for Lieut. Governor to be sent to the with the discussion of Mr. Thompson’s Reso tle, formerly member of Congress from Cincin deceased, including the reversion of the wid
ow’s dower, as may be necessary for the pay
much to the imposing character of«he scene. Senate, according to a provision of the Con lution, concerning abolition petitions and me nati, Ohio.
ment of said debts and incidental charges:
stitution.
The
Senate,
the
same
day,
pro

morials.
The meeting was addressed by Henry Brush,
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
ceeded to the election of Lt. Governor, with
news?
~ tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased and
Gen. Murphy, Hon. W. Creighton and others. the following result. Whole number of votes
TUESDAY, JAN. 28.
KENNEBUNK, FEBRUARY 8, 1840. to all persons interested in said estate, by
Their speeches were eloquent and feceiv- 40. Necessary to a choice 21. George Hull
The long debate on the subject of receiv
causing a copy of this order to be publish
ed with great applause. One thousand dele had 22 and was elected. N. Willis had 18. ing abolition memorials, petitions, &c. was
ed in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in
MEMORANDA.
—
On
the
18th,
the
two
Houses
met
in
Con

gates were appointed to the State Conven
Adv. at New-Orleans, 30th ult. ships Regulus, Kennebunk in said county, three weeks suc
brought to a close by the adoption of the fol
vention, and the usual oaths were adminis lowing resolutions, 116 to 104.
for Liverpool, wanting 300 bales ; Lucy, for do., cessively, that they may appear at a Probate
tion ! Among the good things uttered by tered to and subscribed by the Governor
Resolved, That, upon the presentation of do.
Court to be holden at Saco, in said
Mr. Creighton, on this occasion, was the fol (Morton) and Lt. Governor (Hull) elect. The
Cid. at New-Orleans, 17th ult. brig Packet, county, on the first Monday in March
any memorial or petition praying for the abo
two Houses, in Convention, on the 21st, lition of slavery, or the slave trades in any dis Ward, Havana.
lowing :—
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
At Nassäu, N. P. 12th ult. brig Swiss Boy, of shew cause, if any they have, why the
“ They call him [Gen. H.] an “ Old Gran made choice of nine Councillors for the cur trict, territory or state of the Union, and upon this
port,
unc.
rent
year,
—
viz
:
Messrs.
John
R.
Adan
of
ny.” Very well ; he is a granny who will de
the presentation of any resolution or other
At Cadiz, 7th Dec. Riga, Smith, from Bremen, prayer of said petition should not be granted.
liver his country, on the 4th of March, 1841, Boston, James H. Duncan of Haverhill, Ed paper touching that subject, the reception of for New York, Ar. 24th Nov.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
A true cop} ,—Attest,
of the greatest set of political scamps that mund Parker of Reading, Charles Hudson of such memorial, petition, resolution or paper
At
Havana,
21st
ult.
brigs
Elizabeth,
GillpatWestminster, Isaac C. Bates of Northampton, shall be considered as objected to, and the
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
were ever produced.”
disg ; Lima, Nason, and Perseverance, Burn
William Porter, jr. of Lee, David A. Sim question of its reception shall be laid on the rick,
February 8.
ham, wig. ft.
In Indiana—A great Slate Convention of the mons of Roxbury, Nathaniel M. Davis of table, without bebate or further action there
At a Court of Probate held at South Berwick,
Plymouth, and Joseph Grinnell of New-Bed on.
Capt. Blaisdell and mate, of brig Swiss Boy, of
friends of Gen. Harrison, <vas held in Indianapolis, la.
within andfor the County of York, on the first
ford,—all whigs, by a majority of about 30
Resolved, That no petition, memorial, reso this port, abandoned at sea, ar. at N. York, 30th,
on the 16th nil. Thousands were present. The peo
Monday in February, in the year of our
votes. Gov. Morton delivered his Message lution, or other paper, praying for the aboli from Havana.
ple came in companies of from one to 100, preceded
Lord eighteen hundred and forty, by the
to the Legislature, in person, on the 22d. It tion of slavery in the District of Columbia, or
by bands of music. Among the interesting incidents of is the most ultra Locofoco document we have
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
any
state
or
territory,
or
the
slave
trade
be

the day preceding the Convention, were the follow met with for many a day.
Court :
tween the slates or territories of the U. S. in
Y virtue of a license from the Probate
ARON MAXWELL, Jr. administrator of
ing :—
which it now exists, shall be received by this
Court for the county of York, I shall
the estate of Barak Maxwell, late of
“ About the middle of the afternoon the Terre Hau LOSS OF THE STEAMER BELLE OF House, or entertained in any way whatever.
sell, at Public Auction, on the premises, on
te band, drawn by four beautiful clay colored horses,
Wells, in said county, yeoman, deceased,
MISSOURI!
The
resolution
adopted
yesterday
in
rela

dressed off gaily with flags and plumes, came in from Awful Explosion of 1600 Kegs of Powder !.'
Wednesday, the fourth day of March next, having presented his first account of adminis
tion to the public printing was reconsidered,
the west at the head of a large company of delegates.
tration of the estate of said deceased for al
The Belle of Missouri took fire about 80 and another proposition was tlren submitted, at eleven o’clock in the forenoon, the
At the same time a large Canoe (upon which was
lowance : and the widow of said deceased
painted the word “ Tippecanoe," in several places,) miles below St. Louis. She was full of pas by Mr. Evans,—a question of order was raised
drawn by six gallant greys, filled with delegates from sengers at the time, and the utmost alarm
having presented her petition for an allow
which was debated, but nothing decided on.
so called, situated in the village of Kenne ance out of the personal estate of said deceas
Dearborn and Ripley counties, and followed by 50 or 60
and
consternation
prevailed.
Their
terror
other delegates came in from the east. The two proces
bunk, with the Land, stables and other build ed :
sions met in front of Jordan’s hotel, and the immense was in no way diminished when it was as
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 29.
ings connected therewith.---- Terms made
ORDERED—That the said administrator
crowds that had collected about Browning’s and Jor certained that there were upwards of sixteen
Mr. Parmenter of -Massachusetts, asked per known at the time and place of sale.
give notice to all persons interested, by causdan’s, rent the air with shouts of applause.
It was a hundred kegs of powder on board ! The flames
mission
to
present
a
memorial
from
voters
in
HANNAH
STONE,
Adm
’
x.
joyous scene, and its political sublimity and enthusiasm
ihg a copy of this order to be published threfe
were spreading in every direction, and every the Sixth Congressional District, contesting
cannot be described.”
Kennebunk, February 5, 1840,
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
moment was pregnant with the most immi the seat of Mr. Baker, which he considered
On the morning of the 16th at half past 9, a proces
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
nent
danger.
The
Captain
did
the
only
thing
FARMS
5
TIMBER
LOTS,
STOCK,
«fcc.
as
of
a
privileged
character.
The
Speaker
sion was formed. First came the Likeness of General
that they may appear at a Probate Court to
he could or should have done. He ran his decided the motion not to be a privileged one.
-FOR SALE.—
Harrison, supported by three gentlemen—then “ a very
be held at Saco, in said county, on the first
boat ashore.
After unsuccessful attempts to get up the
HE subscriber offers for sale, on reason Monday of March next, at ten of the clock
large Banner : on one side of which was a large Eagle
The passengers, officers, and crew left with consideration of one or two subjects, that of
able terms, the following parcels of in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
with a scroll in his beak, on which was inscribed,
the utmost precipitation, glad to leave behind the printing for the House was taken up, and
Real Estate, &c. &c.
*• The Choice of the People.”
On the banner was
have, why the same should not be allowed,
only their property to the flames. One indi the House was occupied upon it during the
The Homestead Farm of the late Elisha and the prayer of said petition granted.
painted in large letters, “ For President, Wm. Henry vidual’ was rash enough to venture on board
whole
of
the
day
’
s
session.
Some
of
the
pro

Littlefield,
whereon
she
now
resides,
contain

Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Harrison of Ohio j for Vice President, John Tyler of in the hope of saving his baggage.
He had ceedings were quite disorderly.
ing about 160 acres of good land, consisting
A true copy—Attest,
Virginia.” On the other side was a large Eagle, no sooner reached the ill-starred steamer
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
of
tillage,
pasture
and
wood
land
—
well
pro

bearing in his beak the words “ Harrison and Tyler.” when the terrific explosion took place, and
THURSDAY, JAN. 30.
February 8.
portioned. There is a well finished two story
On this side of the banner was painted in bold relief, doubtless he perished amidst the fragments
The subject of the public printing was re dwelling-house, 2 Barns and other out-build
Mr. Wise’s celebrated toast, “ The Union of the which were scattered in every direction.
sumed, as the unfinished business of Wed ings on the same, and, also, a good orchard, Frame and Hoards Wanted.
Whigs for the sake of the Union.”
Following this,
N. O. Picayune of 10th Jan.
nesday, and it occupied the House during the and two wells of water conveniently located.
WISH to receive proposals to furnish and
■“ the grey team, drawing the Canoe, filled with sol
whole day’s session. A ballot was taken, and
—also—
raise near this village, a good and suffi
Case of the “ Little Boy.”—After making the votes were for Blair & Rives 110, Gales
diers who had been with Gen. Harrison in actual ser
A portion of the well known farm, former
cient Barn Frame, forty feet long, and thirty
considerable inquiry yesterday we obtained & Seaton 92, T. W. White of Richmond 2, ly occupied by the late Reuben Littlefield,
vice.—Dearborn and Ripley county Delegates.”
the following information, which probably S. Jambaugh of Philadelphia 1, Duff Green containing about 78 acres. There is a dwel eight feet wide : to stand on sills, the posts
Banner:
gives
the true account of the little boy whose 1. The first named candidates were accord ling-house on the same. A considerable por to be sixteen feet long ; large doors at the
On which was inscribed on one side, “ Indiana pledg
ends ; to be-well timbered and sleopered for
body
was brought into New York among the ingly chosen, and the House adjourned.
ed for Harrison in 1840,” and on the other, “ Wil
tion of this is wood and timber land.
the floors and scaffolds.—Plan hereafter.
liam Henry Harrison—Indiana's first Governor, and passengers of the Lexington, and who has
—also—
I shall also want ten or twelve thousand
the People’s next President."
been hitherto unrecognized and unclaimed.
F
ires.—New York has been visited with
A valuable Timber lot, containing 25 acres, square-edged, sound hemlock Boards and
De legates.
Mr. James Bates of Burlington, N. J. went two destructive fires recently. The first com situated
in Lyman.
Plank.
AB1AL KELLY, Jun.
Music— Terre Haute Band— in dun Team.
to New York with his wife and two children, menced on Sunday night, Jan. 27, and con
—also—
Kennbbtink, Jan. 13, 1840.
Banner:
a little boy and a girl, and on Monday the 13th sumed two buildings ; it was then subdued
One eighth part of, or three days in, Smith’s
On one side, “ John Tyler, Virginia’s favorite son
placed them on board the Lexington, and re but broke out again on Monday night, and de Saw-Mill, (so called) in Lyman.
and on the other, “ Old Virginia never tire. The last turned. His family perished in the Lexing
stroyed property, according to the estimates
—also—CHEAP EDITION,
days of Loco Focoism.”
ton disaster, and the little boy mentioned was of the value of between one and two millions
1 lot of Salt-Marsh, situated in Wells.
D e 1 ega t es.
FOB ©IROUX.ATIO1T.
probably his child. It is said that Mr. Bates of dollars—the Star says, not less than 2,000,—also—
Banner:
In consequence of the great demand for
has been informed of his bereavement, and is
1 pew in the Baptist Meeting-house, (at the Life of WILLIAM HENRY HARRI
On one side, “ The People of the United States, topre overwhelmed with grief.—Phil. North Amer. 000. The other occurred on Tuesday night,
in Pearl street, and destroyed property of the Alewife, so called) in Kennebunk.
serve their liberties, must do their own voting and their
SON, for distribution, the subscribers will is
own fighting.” • * One Country. one Constitution, one
estimated value of 8150,000. The insurance
—also—
sue, early next week, a new, revised, and en
Destiny.” “ Truth is omnipotent and public justice
It becomes our duty to add another name was large on the property destroyed by these
The Stock on said farm,—Oxen, Cows, larged edition of the work recently issued by
certain.” On the other, “ My native land, farewell— to the list of victims on board the Lexington,
fires.—Argus Revived.
Sheep, &c. Also, the Farming utensils, them, on long primer type, good paper,
Kinderhook.”
the night she was burnt.—Miss Sophia T.
which are in good order.
Delegates.
18mo., al the following prices :—
Wheeler, of this town, aged 18. She had
Persons wishing to purchase are invited to
(XF^The two men in Massachusetts con
Music—Logansport Band—\n grey Team.
In stiff covers, paper, per dozen, 81 80 ;
been absent from home about six months in victed of kidnapping a boy and conveying examine the farms, wood lots, &c.
per hundred, 813 50 ; per thousand, 8120.
Banner:
Middleton, N. Jersey, where she had been en him to Virginia, for the purpose of selling him
Only a small portion of the purchase mon
In boards, printed title, per dozen, 83 ;
On one side, “ William Henry Harrison, the son of a gaged in teaching. She had closed her school
as a slave, have been sentenced to two days ey will be required on the delivery of the
Signer of the Declaration of Independence
and on the
and was on her way home for the purpose of solitary confinement, and seven years hard la Deeds.—A liberal credit will be given for per hundred, 819 ; per thousand, 8160.
other side, “ Millions went through his hands and not
In full cloth per dozen, 83 75 ; per hundred,
being married. She left Middleton on Mon bor in the State Prison.
<a cent into his pocket.”
much the largest part, if satisfactorily secur 823 ; per thousand, 8200.
day morning, in company with Mr. Jonathan
Delegates.
ed.
ABIGAIL W. SMITH.
Orders enclosing the money for either eG. Davenport, formerly of Coleraine, inten
Kennebunk, Jan. 18, 1840.
B a n n e.r :
A Whig Mayor has been chosen in Pitts
dition, will be answered from the early edi
ding
to
take
the
Lexington
on
their
arrival
in
burg, Penn, by a majority of Seven Hundred
On one side, “ We are for a government of the People,
tion.
WEEKS. JORDAN & Co.
and not a government of office holders
and on the oth New York.— Greenfield (Mass.} Mercury.
votes. The vote is said to be a fair indication
WOOD.
No. 121 Washington Street.
er, “ General Harrison, that fought more battles than
Another.—Among the passengers in the of the state of popular sentiment towards Gen.
Boston, January 1, 1840.
any other General, and never sustained a defeat.”
Lexington, it is now ascertained that Mr. Harrison and the Whig nominations.
LL who intend hauling Wood, in pay
John Ricker, of Monroe, Me., was one. Up
Delegates.
ment for papers, are requested to do it
Wrapping Fap er.
wards
of
one
hundred
and
fifty
are
now
ascer

On the rear a large number of the youth of the place
immediately, or Cash will be required.
Counterfeit Bills are in circulation—fives
formed, with appropriate flags j each had a blue silk tained to have been on board, only four of of the Maine Bank, Portland, and three of the
JAMES K. REMICH.
FEW Reams Wrapping Paper for sale
sash, which made a very pretty display.
whom were saved.
State Bank, Boston.—[Bangor Courier.
by
D. REMICH.
Kennebunk, Jan. 10,1839.
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SALT RHEUM

¡BRANDRETH’S PILLS

A REMARKABLE CURB OF

LOW SFIRITS.^-Low spirits ii aj > VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine
HE subscriber having, as be has reason
Ak -proved by the experience of thousands to
BY THE USE OF
certain state of the mind accompai id ! -------to believe, discovered a certain cure for ;
[From the Baltimore Sun.]
by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are be, when properly persevered with, a certain
the Salt Rheum; and which may also DR.
be
JEBB’S
RHEUMATIC LINI
apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and ; cure in every form of the Osy Oss Disease, considered as a remedy for various other
LOSS OF THE LEXINGTON.
MENT.
.i
<■
ir.mo-inprl
A npipnt ! all having tne same origin, and invariably anse
Death follows in the wake of Time, and sweeps tl>e worst consequences.
ROOT of all disease, humors, or cutaneous diseases, would inform
Away the aged, and the blooming young :
medical writers supposed this disease to
namd IMPURrrYor ¡^PERFECT circula- the public, that he has applied for and re
Copy of a Letter ! !
Scarce opes the eye, before it droops and weeps, confined to those particular regions of the abceived the United States Letters Patent,
n of the BLOOD.
C
harlestown, (Mass.} June 23, 1827»
Or smiles the lip before the heart is stung.
doinen, technically called hypochondria, ;
a period of little more than three years in from the proper authority at the city of
Within the vessel dashing through the wave,
which are situated on the right or left side of tjle United Slates,they have restored to astate of Washington, lor said remedy, which he de To the Proprietor of Dr. Jebb’s Liniment.
How many thoughts and hopes of earth were that cavity, whence comes the name hypo- , health and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED nominates a Compound for the cure of the
Dear Sir—I deem it a duty 1 owe to
crushed !
chondi
iasis.
1
!
THOUSAND
persons,
who
were
given
over
as
suffering
humanity, to acquaint you, and
Salt
Rheum
and
other
Diseases
of
the
Skin.
How few then deemed they tottered o’er the
SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal'■ incurable by physicians of the first rank and
He is aware that some may doubt, wheth- ■) through you the public, fshould you think,
grave,
Where soon their ’plaints and joys must e’er symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or ) standing, and in many cases when every other j er there is any cure for this disease. He has best) of the unexpected and surprising cure
bowels, acrid eructations, costiveness, spas- remedy had been resortedJo in vam. , (
often doubted it himself.
Many things,
be hushed !
all cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it however, once deemed impossible, are now performed on myself by the use of the amodic pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, pal- ;'. be In
chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or
bove most excellent Medicine.
I have
The shrieking mother clasped the shiv’ring pitations, and often an utter inability of fixing
; pain in the side, whether it arise from constitu accomplished.
been for more than thirty years, and some
child —
he
knows
by
sad
experience,
the attention upon any subject of importance tional or from some immediate cause, whether 1 Salt Rheum,
'
"
j
The pallid maid her flowing rimrlets tore t
Hewas times most severely afflicted with the Rheu
or engaging in anything that demands vigor it be from internal or external injury, it will be is a disorder not easily jonqtiered.
The tortured youth yelled startingly and wild,
or
courage.
Also
laiig.iiidness
—
the
mind
be

cured
by
persevering
in
the
use
of
these
Pills,
himself
dreadfully
afflicted
with
it, more; matism ; have been frequently rendered perc
r____
And men bowed down that never prayed be
rn': great principle
-c of
u vtto
rivn” . ” i ___ .. . years, and at limes R”
comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding, mel
This
11 PURGING
fore !
No help was nigh in that dread hour of gloom— ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a sickness is beginning to be appreciated. It is together,r, was unable to labor, and some- to my bed, when it has required two per
He sons to move me, being in such extreme
No life for them, nor hope beyond, save heav total derangement of the nervous system.— found much more convenient to take an occa- times even to walk, or dress himself,
The meritai feelings and peculiar train of sional dose of half a dozen Pills, and be always : applied to many physicians, and tried vari- pain ; I have several limes been under the
en :
But he, whose eye beheld their dreadful doom, ideas that haunt the imagination and over well, than to send for a Doctor and be bled,f ous things prescribed by them and others, but
care of the most eminent physicians, but
and salivated —with the certainty that, ; found little relief.
May still have rescued, pitied and forgiven.
whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di blistered,
if you are not killed, you will be sure to have;
I one day
versity. The wisest and best of men are as months of miserable weakness, and the only one i In the spring of 1833, being very sick with procured only temporary relief.
SONG.
noticed the advertisement of Dr. Jebb’s Lin
open to this affliction as the weakest.
who is benefited is your Doctor. Look at the | the disease, he had well nigh given up all 1
The winds are blowing winterly I
' TREATMENT.—The principal objects of difference between the appearance of those two ; hope of recovery. At that time, be received ) iment, with the testimonials accompanying
Lonely o’er the midnight sea,
treatment are to remove indigestion and persons—one has been treated by your regular | from a friend a list of articles, chiefly indi it, and was induced to try a bottle, which I
Frozen sail and icy mast
strengthen the body, and to enliven the spir practitioner-—see how pale and debilitated he genous to our own fields and forests, and used without much sensible benefit. 1 con
Shiver in the northern blast !
its, which may be promoted by ekercise, ear is, see how the shadow of death throws his j admitted to be good for the complaint, which cluded, however, to persevere, and bougl’A
Wild birds to their rock-nests flee,
ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con solitary glance from his emaciated countenance, j articles he immediately caused to be procur another bottle, and was greatly relieved,
For the winds are blowing winterly !
versation. The bowels (if costive) being care see how he tremble« in every limb ;» Iris, eyes I ed. With these things and others, which he
and by the use of half the third bottle, was
fully regulated by the occasional use of a sunk; his teeth destroyed —his constitution, had before found in some degree beneficial,
O’er the moor the cotter strides—
perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how)
Drifting snow his pathway hides;
mild aperient.
We know nothing better the Doctor arrogates to himself credit. He j he formed a compound, and applied it to his wholly cured, and have never since had a
Stars keep trembling in and out,
calculated to obtain this end than Dr. Wm. says, “ most inveterate case of Liver com diseased and distressed frame. In three return of the pain, which I had not been free
As though too cold to look about !
Evans’ Aperient Pills—being mild and cer plaint”—“ nothing but the most energetic reme weeks, he can say with truth and pleasure ; from a month at a time for thirty years, and
Glad he’ll see his own roof tree—
tain in their operation. The bowels being dies saved, him.”
Energetic measures! i. e. and he ought to d-o it with- much gratitude, it is now more than three years since I was'
For the winds are howling winterly 1
once cleansed, his inestimable Camomile Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution, that he was comparatively well; and shortly cured. i would most earnestly advise eve-’
Pills, (which are tonic, anodyne and anti better say.— So to save life you must half poison after was restored to perfect health, so far ry person suffering under this painful comBy the fire the cotter’s dame
spasmodic,) are an infallible remedy and with that comforter of the teeth and gums— as regards Salt Rheum ; and continues so to plaint, not to despair of a cure so long
Sits, yet scarcely feels the flame ;
as
I
Often looks she from the door,
without dispute bave proved a great blessing M ERCURV —and positively make a man mis this day :—a period oi’five years.
Liniment.
?r
they
can
obtain
“
Dr.
Jebb
’
s
erable
the
sad
remainder
of
his
existence;
this
is
Fearing sad that dismal moor,
Hundreds of persons, afflicted by this
to the numerous public.
And weeping for her son at sea—
grievous malady, have made' use of this You are at liberty to make any use of this'
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of■ called curing. Shocking folly !
Let us now look at your “ purged” man — the medicine ; and, as far as he can learn, it has you may think advisable.
For the winds are howling winterly !
Dr. Wm. Evans is undeniably entitled to this man
who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver
Most respectfully, yours,
enviable distinction, for whilst no medical au Complaint—be has the firm, elastic tread of rarely' failed to give satisfaction, In some
PROBATE NOTICES.
thority in existence condemns it, every medi conscious strength, his countenance is clear cases its good effects have been truly wonCALEB SYMMES.
cal practitioner that is acquainted with it and serene, his eye is full and sparkling with d er ful.
To the foregoing testimony, many other
At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, within freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues, thejeeling of new life and animation ; he has
He will not state, as too many do, that his
and for the County of York, on the and that the latter should do so in opposition been confined a few days to his bed, but he us Compound is a cure for all diseases ; but he unquestionable proofs might be added,' in
first Monday, of January, in the year of !\ to their personal interests, must be attributed ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, and has reason to believe that it is not only a favour of the superior Liniment of Dr. Jebb.
our Lord eighteen hundred and forty, by the either to their candor and love of truth, or to soon rose without any injury being sustained cure for Salt Rheum, but good for all hu Nothing but a fair trial, which the proprie
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said their un willingness to fly in the face of all ob by his const it uiion. Instead ofbeing months in mors, such as Ring Worn), Scald Head, tor confidently solicits, can give an adequate
a weak stale he will be stronger, after he has Shingles, Leprosy, &c. &c. It has also idea of its unrivalled efficacy, in mitigating,
Court:
servation, and the testimony of thousands.
entirely r.eco vered the attack : because his
N the petition of Hannah Murphy, ad
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend that blood and flu’ods have become puiified, and hav- been used for the Piles, with the best effects. and thoroughly mastering, the excruciating
ministratrix of the estate of Patrick his Camomile Tonic Pills will cure all disNo person need fear any evil from it, disease, to which it has been successfully ap
ing purged awzay the old and impure fluids, the
Murphy, late of Lyman, in said county, I dej
for it is plied in a multitude of cases.
eases.
He frankly and conscientiously ad- solids are (her eby renovated, and he is not borne however old, or young,
The opera
ceased, representing that the personal estate | mils that they will not. He lays no claim to
simple, and may be applied with safety.
down
fjy
nsek
?ss
particles,
but
has
renewed
his
tion of the Liniment is often immediate; and
of said deceased is not sufficient to pay the I the discovery of the “Philosopher’s Slone,” life and body both.
The
following
certificates
and
recommen

, ,
just debts which he owed at the time of his |
The princi pie of purging with Brandreth’s dations show how effectual this remedy is it has frequently cored rheumatic affections^
and wishes nobody to believe that he sells
death by the sum of five hundred dollars, and I¡the “ Elixir of Life,” but be does say, and he i Pills, removesi nothing but the useless a nd de- when properly applied, viz :
of years standing, inybwr and twenty hourss
praying for a license to sell and convey so does believe, and he can prove, that in debil cayed particles from the body,—the 'morbid and From the Rev. Josiah T. Hawes, of Edge It is also recommended with confidence, as
much of the real estate of said deceased as ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous corrupt humors of the blood; those humors 1
comb, Me.
one of the best applications known for
may be necessary for the payment of said diseases ofall kinds ; in weakness, of the di which cause disease—they impede the func
stiffness
of the joints^ numbness, sprains,
To
al!
whom
it
may
concern.
tions
of
the
fiver
when
they
settle
upon
that
debts and incidental charges :
gestive organs, in incipient consumptions,
This certifies that my wife, after having and chilblains.
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no whether of the lungs or the liver; in the organ, and which, when they settle upon the
Price 50 cents, with directions.
tice thereof to the heirs ofsaid deceased and to dreadful debility occasioned by the use of muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the been afflicted with the Salt Rheum, at times,
all persons interested in said estate, by causing purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more es nerves, produce gout ; or, upon the lungs, pro especially in the winter season, for more
duce
consumption
;
or.
upon
the
intestines,
costhan
twelve
years,
applied
about
one
year
ago
a copy of this order to be published in the pecially ) in the sicknesses incident to moth
liveness ; or, upon the lining' of the blood ves to Mr. William B. Tenfant of Bath, for a cer
Kennebunk Gazette printed in Kennebunk, ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev sels,apoplexy
and paralysis, and all the train tain ointment and medicine which he had ad
OR INDIGESTION.
in said county, three weeks successively, that
of disorders sd melancholy to the sufferer and vertised as a cure for this dreadful disease.
ery
case
of
delirium
tremens,
or
that
disease
f]P HIS prevalent disorder, as it exhibits
they may appear at a Probate Court to be
all
who
behold
them.
which is brought on by inlemperauce ; in
She obtained it«, ahd used it for several weeks _S
itself in its customary symptoms of
holden at Saco, in said county, on the first
Yes, purging these humors from the body is
Monday in March next, at ten of the clock in the wretched horrors of mind and body which the true cure for all these complaints, and eve agreeably to the prescription of Mr. Trufant, wadi of appetite, distressing flatulencies,
the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they accrue from occasional inebriety ; loss of ap ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser when to her great joy she found herself to heart burn, pain in the stomach, sick head
have, why the prayer of said petition should petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it appealance perfectly cured. She has had ache, nausea, vomiting and costiveness,
head, limbs or side, in corrupt, sallow, and is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming some small symptoms of the disease once
not be granted.
uncomely complexions, caused by the bad known, and more and more appreciated.
since, but a brief application of the ointment, is now- found to yield to the tried efficacy of
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
state of thè fluids—in all these cases, and in
The cure by purging may more depend up &c. has removed them.—There can be but DR. RELFE’S VEGETABLE SPE
A true copy, Attest,
others mentioned in the bills of directions on the laws which produce sweetness or pu-rity little doubt, 1 think, that a more thorough
Wm. Cutter Xllen, Register.
CIFIC,
given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY, than may be generally imagined. Whatever application, at first, would have effected a
January 24.
AND
that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, in tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because radical cure. That she has received great
ANTI-BILIOUS PILLS.
At a Court of Probate held at Alfred,. within terchanged occasionally with his APERIENT it tendsto putrefaction ; therefore the necessity benefit from the use of this medicine, 1 have
These two preparations combined, con
and for the County of York, on the first FAMILY PILLS, (thè best known) which of constant exercise is seen.
doubted fora moment ; though, at the
When constant exercise cannot be used never
stitute an efficacious remedy lor the Dys
Monday in January, in the year of our Lord are sold with them, will effect immediate re
time
she
commenced
using
ii,
I
was
skepti

FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of
eighteen hundred and forty, by the Hon. lief ; and if used but for a fair period of trial O
pepsia, even after it has acquired the most
pening Medicin c is ABSOLUTELY required. cal.—Though I will yield io no one in my
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain hatred to quackery, I do most cordially rec obstinate character, and resisted every ef
EACE COOK, administratrix of the es a doubt by daily testimonies which would of life, are kept free from those impurities ommend “ Mr. Trufant’s Patent medicine for fort of professional skill. When both med
tate of Hezekiah Cook, late of Waterbo be given on oath ; and for this much Dr. W. which would prevent its steady current minis the Sall Rheumt to all who are afflicted with icines are administered in connection accord
rough, in said county, yeoman, deceased, hav

EVANS
can conscientiously request confi tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre this dreadful malady, believing that if it ing to plain and particular Directions ac
ing presented her first account of adminis dence.
vented from becoming mixed with it. It is na should not in all cases effect a permanent
tration of the estate of said deceased for allow
Other and more conclusive demonstrations ture which is thus assisted through the means cure, it would at least greatly mitigate this companying the Vegetable Specific, they
ance, and also her petition for an allowance of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile j and outlets which she has provided for herself.
dreadful disease, and therefore prove to be thoroughly cleanse the alimentary canal of
Dr. Brandreth’s Offices in New York a public benefit.
out of the personal property ofsaid deceased : Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are
that viscid mucus which is the proximate
J. T. HAWES.
ORDERED—That the said administratrix submitted by the following important and ex ; are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276
N. Edgecomb, Ajxril 15, 1838.
cause of the disorder, and as a tonic and
j
Bowery,
between
Prince
and
Houston
sts.
give notice to all persons interested, by caus traordinary cures effected by their highly
This medicine cat) be obtained of the fol stimulant, they restore the healthy action and
Philadelphia,
8
North
Eight
Street.
ing a copy of this order to be published medicinal qualities—all of which may be
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
lowing agents :—
energy of the Stomach, and strengthen the
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk seen at Dr. Wm. Evans’ Medical office, No.
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
Kennebunk, Daniel Remich ; Kennebunk debilitated system. The proprietor can also
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun 100, Chatham st. One or two of these he
.Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
port, Andrew Luques ; Saco, S. L. Goodale ; confidently recommend the Vegetable Spe
ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
Geo. M. Freeman ; York Cor., Samuel A. cifiers one of the best remedies known for
to be held at Saco, in said county, on the ting public.
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
Douglass; Portsmouth, N. H., Brackett Hutch the Sick Headache.'
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
first Monday of March next, at ten of the
Dr. VV. EVANS—Sir : Be pleased to receive the
ings ; South-Berwick, Charles Trafton ; Do
St. Louis, Mis. 5G 1-2 Market street.
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause* if a- thanks of one who has been a great sufferer for sev
Price 50 cents each article, with direc
years, for the great benefit she has received from
ver, N. H., Asa A, Tufts ; North-Berwick,
New Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
ny they have, why the same should not be eral
tions.
the virtues of your inestimable Camomile Pills.
She
Charleston,
70
Meeting
street.
Jeremiah
Lord
;
Sanford
Cor.,
Tripp
&
allowed.
has suffered with pain and distress in the head, a tight
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
Shaw ; Sanford, Springvale, Hobbs & Co
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ness across the stomach, shortness afbreath, and palpi
.^THow to be secure from Counterfeit Pills nant ; Alfred, Benjamin F. Chadbourne ;
OyBRITISH ANTICEPTIC^
A true copy,—Attest,
tation of the heart ; exercise would almost overcome
purporting
to
be
Brandreth's
Pills.
Waterborough, James- Leavitt ; Hollis, Jona
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
her ; but since using your Camomile Tonic Bills, her
Never
purchase
without
being
positively
sure
complaints are removed—she is able to exercise with
than Rumery ; Gorham, McArthur & Smith ; For cleansing, whitening, and preserving
January 24.
out jatigue and she is happy to say can now enjoy that the person selling has an Engraved cer
Poitlarid, A. Carter ;' Wells, Joseph Wilson
the Teeth and Gums.
tificate
of
Agency,
and
[ETobserve
it
has
been
At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, with life comfortably again.
and Aaron Maxwell ; Westbrook, Warren
HE
BRITISH
ANTICEPTIC
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third St. N. Y.
renewed
;
no
Certificate
being
any
guarantee
in and for the County of York, on the first,
Newark, July 18, 1836 —Dear Sir—For 4 years 1
12 months from date that Pills sold by the & King;—and by his agents generally
DENTIFRICE, which the present
Monday in January, in the year of our Lord have been so unwell that I was unable to attend to after
throughout the State.
holder are genuine.
proprietor wishes most particularly to rec
eighteen hundred andforty, by the Hon. WM. my business, and for the last 4 or 5 months was confin
Sub-Ag.ents in York County will be supplied
ed
to
my
room
;
my
complaints
»were
rheumatism,
pain
ommend to the attention of the public, is
A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
NOTICE.
by
Mr.
J
ohn O. Langley, my only Travelling
FglAMSUN SMITH, administratrix of the in my stomach, indigestion and loss of appetite, with Agent in Maine—or by ordering from my
HE subscribers having contracted with perfectly exe.mpt from all those acids which
pain and dizziness in my head ; I used differ
estate of Israel Smith, late of Waterbo continual
the town of Kennebunk port to sup in general form the basis of tooth powders in
ent kinds óf medicine w ithout effect, uriti 11 commenced Principal New England Office,
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON.
rough, in said county, yeoman, deceased, taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient Pills;
port the poor of said town for one year from
common use, and which, although they may
having presented her second account of ad their beneficial effects upon me astonish all who knew
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY the 13th of April, 1839j hereby give notice whiten the teeth for a short time, must in
ministration of the estate ofsaid deceased for• my situation. In a few days ! shall be at your office JOHN OSBORN & Co. ;
that they have made suitable provision for evitably destroy the Enamel by their dele
to express my gratitude to you in person,
in the
allowance :
In Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gould ;
their support, and are ready to fulfil their
mean time I subscribe myself your obedient servant,
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck, contract in every particular.—All persons arb terious action on this beautiful covering of'
ORDERED—That the said administratrix
B. S. JARVIS, 13 Centre st.
and Seleuctis Adams ;
give notice to all persons interested, by
Dr. Wm. Evans.
therefore forbid harboring or trusting any of the teeth.—The consequence is that the Ecausing a copy of this order to be published
Lyman, William Huntress;
He therefore need only add that his
said Paupers on our account, or on account of namel which is the shield provided by na
three weeks successively, in the Kennebunk: CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with
Alfred, B. F. Chadbourne ;
•the town of Kennebunk-port, as we will not ture to protect the spongy and nervous in
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk in said coun■ his excellent
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ; Caleb S. Etnei"•y; pay any bills of their contracting, of any name ternal structure, is rapidly corroded by these5
FAMILY
APERIENT
ty, that they may appear ata Probate Court: PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
or nature whatever.—We deem it proper to acid ingredients, becomes more discolouredto be held at Saco, in said county, on at No. 100, Chatham st. New Ytirk, and of
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson ;
give notice that we have contracted with than ever, and exposes the inner portion of
the first Monday of March next, at ten his authorised agents in town and country.
Berwick, J. S. T, Cushing ;
Dr. Mitchell to render all necessary medical
the tooth to caries and a rapid and certaim
of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause,,
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
ffy^The
ff/^The above invaluable medicines can
services to the poor for the year above nam
decay. By the use of the British Anticepif any they have, why the same should not be be obtained, at the following places, from the
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
ed.
JOHN HUTCHINS,3d.
allowed.
tic Dentifrice, in the morning, as occasion:
AGENTS.
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John H.
FRANCIS BOSTON.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Spear ;
may require, with a brush moderately hard,
Kennebunk-port, May 16,1839.
H
enry
C
ushman
,
P
ortland
,
M
e
.
;
A true copy,—Attest,
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Freeand cold water, the accumulation of Tartar
S'. L. Goodale, Saco ;
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
man ;
will not only be prevented, but the teeth
January 24.
D. Remich, Kennebunk ;
York, Alexander Dennett;
HE subscriber having contracted with rendered beautifully
and permanently
Thos. Chase, Jr. North Yarmouth ;
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
the town of Kennebunk, to support white, and the gums restored to
that freeCommissioners9 Notice.
S. Bailey, P. M. Freeport ;
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
dom
from
soreness
which
are
the
sure
tests
HE subscribers, appointed by the Judge
J. Griffin, Brunswick ;
Buxton Corner, Nathan Elden;
gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
of Probate for the county of York,
S. Gardner, Bowdoinham ;
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
vision for them, and hereby forbids all per of their healthy state, and the best guarantee
Commissioners to receive and examine allWm. Palmer,- P. M. Gardiner ;
Newfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer, sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers of that natural fragrance of the breath
the claims to the estate of
R. G. Lincoln, Hallowell ;
P. M. ; West do. J. & S. C. Adams; “
ofsaid town on bis account or on account of which can never be expected in coniiection
Alex’r. Hatch, Augusta ;
Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton ; North do., Milo the town, as he will pay no bill for their with foul teeth, and scorbutic, unhealthy
WILLIAM MOULTON,
Thos. Faye, P. M. Vassalboro’;
J. Goss ; F. & E. H. Newbegin ;
late of Sanford, in said county, deceased, rep
support.
ALEX. G. FURNALD.
gums. {Price 50 cts. a box with direc
J. A. Fuller, Thomaston ;
Cornish, John McLellan ;
resented insolvent, hereby give noticej that
tions.}
R.
B.
Caldwell,
East
Thomaston
;
Limington, James McArthur;
PJSIJTTS
en,.
six months from the 6th day of January, in
Joshua Dillingham, Camden;
Waterborough, James Leavett;
HE subscriber has on hand a general as
stant, are allowed said creditors to bring in
^Prepared from the Original MS. Re
Thos. Hodgman, Warren ;
Hollis, Eben Sawyer ;
and prove their claims, and that they will at
sortment of PAINTS, OIL & COL cipe of the late Dr. W. T. Conway, by T.
J. D. Currier, Waldoboro’;
Buxton, T. Bo I les";
tend to the service assigned them, at the
ORS, recently purchased in Boston for Cash,
KIDDER, his Immediate Successor and
Wm. G. Rollin, New-Castle ;
Shapleigh, M. Goodwin ;
dwelling-house of John Powers, in said San
which he will sell at a small profit for the
the Sole Proprietor, which with the other
J. C. Kimball, Bluehill ;
same pay, or approved credit.
ford, on the last Mondays of February, April
Acton, Wm. Evans.
“ Conway Medicines,” is for sale at his
Ambrose H. Abbott, P. M. S. China ;
B, BRANDRETH, M. D.
and June next, from one to four o’clock in
JAMES HUBBARD.
Counting Room, No. 99, next door to J.
J. Crockett, Norway ;
241 Broadway, N.Y.
the afternoon of each of said days.
Kennebunk, March 27, 1839.
May, 1839.
J. K. Miller, Oldtown ;
Kidder’s Drug Store, corner of Court
JOHN SKEELE, ? CommisCaleb Crafts, Minot ;
JOHN POWERS. \ sioners.
HOM AS’Farmer’s Almanac, calculated and Hanover Streets, near Concert Hall,
hfl
GROSS
Partridge
’
s
Leather
Preserva

Cross, Chandler & Co. New Gloucester ;
Sanford, Jan. 8, 1840.
tor the State of Maine, for 1840 ;—by Boston, for sale also by his special appoint
ci live, this day received—for sale by the
Freeman, Shaw & Co. N. China ;
the 1000, 100, dozen or single copy.
ment by
dozen or single cannister by
R. DEAN’S Patent Vegetable Rheumat
H. N. Palmer, Belfast.
The Cultivator’s Almanac, and Cabinet
D. REMICH.
ic Pills,—the genuine article,—for sale
SAMUEL JORDAN, Kennebunk.
Principal office, 100 Chatham st.,
of Agricultural Knowledge, for 1840.
by
D. REMICH.
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
New-York.
For sale by
D. REMICH.
ÌOLACK SAND,—bynhe peck or smaller
Kennebunk, February 4, 1840.
April 20, 1839.
-O quantity,—for sale by D REMICH. ‘
Kennebunk, Oct. 19, 1839.
CHRIS’R LITTLEFIELD, Welh.
iy.
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